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Introduction

Scientific Questions

DIPLOS aims to improve the capability to model accidental or
deliberate releases of harmful air-borne materials in cities

Effects of secondary building wake sources on pollutant fluxes

• Produce and analyse laboratory measurements and high-resolution
numerical simulations of flow and dispersion in urban environments
• Develop and validate parametrisations for dispersion processes
• Implement parametrisations in an operational emergency response model

What are the time scales associated with pollutant trapping and rerelease in recirculating street canyon flows?

3D dispersion effects in streets and intersections
How can 3D dispersion effects be represented in simple models?

Effects of source location on urban pollutant plumes
How do initial advection and detrainment of pollutants depend on the
position of the source in relation to the surrounding buildings?

Prediction of concentration fluctuations and model uncertainty
Can accurate fluctuation levels be estimated from simple models?

Project Components & Methods
Wind-tunnel experiments

Large-eddy simulation

Direct numerical simulation

Street-network modelling
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• Flow visualisations
• Velocities and concentrations (also
correlated quantities; LDA & FFID)
• Continuous and short-term (‘puff’)
pollutant releases
• Varying approach flow directions

• Studies in idealised geometries
(including sensitivity tests)
• Tall building dispersion case
• Varying approach flow directions
• OpenFOAM & ELMM

• Fundamental flow & dispersion
studies in idealised geometries
• Unsteady flow & dispersion
phenomena (continuous & shortterm releases)

T1

T2

• Simplified box-network model to
study fundamental mechanisms of
pollutant dispersion in cities
• Urban emergency response model
SIRANE for operational forecasts

T3

Street-network dispersion modelling for emergency response scenarios
Rationale:

Scales of practical interest for emergency
response: entire streets & intersections

Treat each street & intersection as a box
Represent the main flow & dispersion processes through a
network of connected boxes

Topological dispersion
Advective pollutant fluxes

Advection through
intersections

• Advection along streets
• Splitting / branching at intersections
• Determine advection velocities
through box facets

LES reference

Lagrangian

• Street-network dispersion model provides a
good balance between speed and accuracy
requirements in emergency-response scenarios
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Vertical exchange
Turbulent pollutant fluxes
• Vertical detrainment out of network
• Re-entrainment into the network
• Determine vertical exchange
velocities through top facet

Gaussian

Street network

Advection through streets
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